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of the Jacob Burns Law Library

Volume 9, Number 1, Spring 2012: The George Washington University Law School

SPECIAL
COLLECTIONS FOCUS:
Summa artis notariae (1492)
Robert O. Steele, Cataloging Librarian

R

olandinus de Passageriis
(ca. 1215–1300) composed
his Summa artis notariae, a formbook for notaries, around 1255 in
Bologna, home of the earliest and
most prestigious medieval law
school. The work circulated widely
in manuscript for over two hundred
years before it was first printed in
1476; it was translated from the
original Latin into Italian, French,
German, and other languages, and
was still in use in some areas until the
eighteenth century. The Law Library
holds other editions of the Summa,
including printings from 1509, 1583,
and 1590; the newest addition is a
well-preserved and beautifully
bound copy of the 1492 printing
from Venice. 1

The sparse title page, typical of early printed works,
of Rolandinus’s Summa artis notariae (1492) with
abbreviated title “Summa orlandina.”
1 I ts 1492 printing qualifies this copy of the Summa
as an incunabulum; the term is derived from the
Latin for “in the cradle,” and used for books printed
in Europe using movable metal type between the
mid-fifteenth century and before 1501.

(continued on page 2)

TALKING POINTS: GW LAW’S
ORAL HISTORY PROJECT

D

uring the past year, GW Law has embarked upon an oral history
project to record the experiences and impressions of its emeritus faculty and deans, the “Stockton Guard” (Law School alumni
who graduated fifty or more years ago), and other key members of the
GW Law community. One purpose of conducting oral histories is to
record aspects of the history of the Law School that otherwise might
remain undiscovered. Preserving this information allows it to become a
permanent resource for future researchers; a recorded recollection can
provide a singular perspective on institutional events that typically does
not surface in the institution’s documents, newspapers, and magazines.
“Oral history” refers both to the technique of gathering information
from interview subjects (also called “narrators”), as well as the audiovisual product of the interview and its transcription. According to the
Oral History Association, “Oral history interviews seek an in-depth
account of personal experience and reflections, with sufficient time
allowed for the narrators to give their story the fullness they desire. The
content of oral histories
is grounded in reflections on the past as opposed to commentary
on purely contemporary events.”1 The oral
tradition is a building
block of historical
method;
recollection and
narration of past
events by those who experienced them recalls
Thucydides
and his practice of
recording events (in
The interview process: narrator David Robinson, Jr., Professor
his case, the PeloponEmeritus of Law, and interviewer Jennie Meade, Director of
Special Collections.
1 Oral History Association, Principles for Oral History and Best Practices for Oral History,
http://www.oralhistory.org/do-oral-history/principles-and-practices/ (June 1, 2012).

(continued on page 15)

(Summa artis notariae from page 1)

The notarial art was at the center of legal, commercial
and political developments in early modern Europe. In
an era when the earlier trial by ordeal was gradually being superseded by reliance on written and oral testimony, the preeminent source of proof in private and public
matters became written documents prepared in correct
form by professional scribes of good repute certified
by some authority. Gradually these certified notaries
organized themselves into guilds, became increasingly
self-governing, and asserted their authority to create
documents legally enforceable across jurisdictional
boundaries; this last was a necessary development in
the rapidly expanding network of business and finance
that was beginning to stretch across Europe and into
the regions beyond. Eventually notaries began crafting
political documents as well, including legal codes and
forms such as election documents necessary for the selfgovernment of Italian city-states.

“The notarial art was at the center
of legal, commercial and political
developments in early modern Europe.”
The first university instruction in drafting notarial
documents was taught in courses on rhetoric. In the
near-absence of specialized notarial schools, most
notaries learned their craft through apprenticeship,
using manuscript collections of correct forms for wills,
business transactions and legal acts compiled by master
notaries. One of the most popular and influential collections was that of Rolandinus, a notary and politician
in Bologna who as chancellor of the Commune drew up
decrees, administered the archives, and was instrumental in creating the new municipal statutes of 1282–4 that
solidified the primacy of the professional guilds over the
feudal aristocracy. He also drafted statutes for the bankers’ guild and the guild of notaries, and after his retirement from public life became a professor of
grammar and rhetoric at the University of Bologna.
In his collection, Rolandinus built on previous
customary legal forms using the recently rediscovered
Roman law tradition and the canon law of the Church,
thus creating a rich repertory of commercial forms that
mobilized ancient legal authority to skirt the Church’s
rejection of profit-making. Indeed, his forms were
so unimpeachable and useful for capitalist business
transactions that they were rapidly adopted through-

Leaf showing space for initial capital, intended for later
decorative hand-lettering.

out continental Europe and the Western hemisphere
(outside the realm of the Anglo-American common law
tradition), and they were often reproduced or silently
plagiarized and updated by subsequent authorities on
legal and notarial practice. Rolandinus’s forms were also
potentially useful for the promotion of self-government
against tyrannical authority, although that is not how
they are usually remembered. Reflecting his participation in the rebellion against aristocratic authority that
led to a period of popular rule in Bologna sometimes
called the “Republic of the Notaries,” some versions of
the Summa include a form by which the members of a
parish might elect their own priest.2
The Law Library’s copy of the 1492 edition, produced
in the commercial and publishing center of Venice, is
in nearly pristine condition. As is common with early
printed works, it has no proper title page: the first leaf
bears only the customary abbreviated title “Summa
orlandina” (Orlandinus was a common deformation of
Rolandinus). The first entry in the table of contents that
immediately follows is more precise: “Preface of the
Summa artis notariae of the most illustrious Orlandinus
Rudolphinus of Bologna, page 1,” although the pages are
in fact not numbered. The title is repeated in the first
2 John Hine Mundy, “In Praise of Italy: The Italian Republic,” Speculum 64, no.
4 (1989):820.
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paragraph of the text itself, and a variant title is given
along with imprint information at the end: “Summa of
Master Orlandino passagierii of Bologna, illustrious
jurist, interpreter of the notarial art.”

“…the preeminent source of proof in
private and public matters became written
documents prepared in correct form by
professional scribes of good repute certified
by some authority.”
The work is printed on rag paper still soft and flexible to the touch in a small type midway between the
older Gothic script, still used for religious works, and
the newly revived Roman letter forms used for classical and humanist texts, thus borrowing some of the
legitimacy of both the ancient and the modern worlds;
it mimics the handwriting of the manuscript tradition
down to the use of numerous conjoined abbreviations,
useful for saving paper and avoiding tedious repetitions
but unnecessarily complex when sorting and selecting
individual pieces of type by hand and thus eventually
abandoned. A further nod to the manuscript tradition
lies in the blank spaces at the beginning of some
paragraphs: each space was intended to be filled by
a decorative, hand-lettered initial, which in the Law
Library copy was never done, although some initials
were printed in a larger type as became common in
later practice.

“In the near-absence of specialized notarial
schools, most notaries learned their craft
through apprenticeship, using manuscript
collections of correct forms for
wills, business transactions and legal
acts compiled by master notaries.”
Across the lower edge of the pages, a previous owner
has lettered: “Sūma Orlandina” (“ū” is a manuscript abbreviation for “um” or “un”). This inscription probably
shows how the book was shelved: before the seventeenth century, most books were stored flat or upright
with the spine toward the back, and titles were placed
where they would be visible. The volume was bound
with a vellum spine stamped in gold letters “Summa
Orlan[d],” probably in the nineteenth century judging
from the blue and black shell-marbled paper that covers

the boards. Shell marbling was invented near the end of
the eighteenth century, but the intense colors on this
copy suggest later chemical pigments. The present binding probably replaces an earlier custom binding: early
books were usually sold in sheets and bound on commission for individual owners.
A later owner has left his bookplate inside the front
cover: “E bibliotheca Aloisii Marsuzi Jacobi F., advocati
Romani.” Although the owner has not been identified,
one wonders whether this “advocatus Romanus” was a
lawyer in Rome, whether he specialized in Roman canon
law, still practiced in Italy today, or whether he was a
university specialist in legal history; whether, that is, his
interest in the Summa was practical or merely academic.
As an important document in the development of
modern commercial law, as a rich witness to centuries of
book and legal history, Rolandinus’s
Summa finds a welcome home in Special Collections. A
Sources consulted:
González Echeverría, Roberto. Myth and Archive: a Theory
of Latin American Narrative. New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1990.
Hyde, J.K. Padua in the Age of Dante. New York: Barnes &
Noble, 1966.
Mundy, John Hine. “In Praise of Italy: the Italian Republic.”
Speculum 64, no.4 (1989), 815-834.
Nussdorfer, Laurie. Brokers of Public Trust: Notaries in Early
Modern Rome. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press,
2009.

“Rolandino dei Passaggieri.” Università di Bologna website,
accessed Dec. 10, 2011.
Rolandino e l’ars notaria da Bologna all’Europa, ed. Giorgio
Tamba. Milano: A. Giuffrè, 2002.
Rolandinus de Passageriis. Summa orlandina. Venice: Simon
Bevilaque, 1492.
Ward, John O. “Rhetorical Theory and the Rise and Decline
of Dictamen in the Middle Ages and Early Renaissance.”
Rhetorica 19, no.2 (2001), 175-223.
Wray, Shona Kelly. “Instruments of Concord: Making
Peace and Settling Disputes through a Notary in the City and
Contado of Late Medieval Bologna.” Journal of Social History
42, no. 3 (2009), 733-760.

FOR INFORMATION
on the topics covered in this newsletter, Special Collections,
or the Friends, please contact the editor, Jennie C. Meade,
Director of Special Collections, at jmeade@law.gwu.edu
or (202) 994-6857.
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DID YOU KNOW?
A Legal Miscellanea is online!
From its inception in 2004, A Legal Miscellanea has appeared online at the website of the Friends of the Jacob Burns Law
Library at http://www.law.gwu.edu/Library/Friends/Pages/LegalMiscellanea.aspx/ in addition to its traditional paper copy.
The entire run of A Legal Miscellanea also appears in HeinOnline, a fully-searchable image-based databank, both in the Law
Journal Library and Spinelli’s Law Librarian’s Reference Shelf. It also is available to HeinOnline subscribers as an e-journal
through a direct link in U.S. library catalogues and catalogues worldwide, including Australia, Canada, Germany, Hong
Kong, Israel, Italy, The Netherlands, New Zealand, and the U.K. With these options, A Legal Miscellanea is easily accessible
even if the hard copy isn’t close at hand.
For copies of current or back issues in paper, please contact Jennie Meade at jmeade@law.gwu.edu.

GW, YALE, COLUMBIA JOIN FORCES WITH
GALE CENGAGE TO PRODUCE NEW ONLINE DATABASE
Like many large research libraries, the Jacob Burns Law
Library has sought ways to share parts of its exceptional
collection with scholars around the world through
digitization. Efforts to scan selected works in cooperation with the Law Library Microform Consortium
(see A Legal Miscellanea, Vol.2, No.2) and the William S.
Hein Company (LM, Vol. 8, No.1) continue. Now, a new
initiative to provide access to more of the Law Library’s
treasures is underway.

“For the past year Gale has been
working with Yale, Columbia, and GW
to develop a new online collection:
The Making of Modern law—
Foreign, Comparative and
International Law, 1600-1926.”
Gale Cengage has developed many online resources
including The Making of Modern Law—Legal Treatises
1800-1926, The Making of Modern Law—Primary Sources
1620-1926, and The Making of Modern Law—Trials 16001926. For the past year Gale has been working with Yale,
Columbia, and GW to develop a new online collection:
The Making of Modern Law—Foreign, Comparative and
International Law, 1600-1926. The GW, Yale, and Co-
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lumbia law libraries, with their large collections of rare
historical legal materials, are especially suited to provide
the titles for this online resource. GW Law contributed
about 200 volumes of the classic works on international
law printed from the seventeenth through nineteenth
centuries, including the first edition of Grotius and
the writings of Pufendorf, Bijnkershoek, Wolff, Vattel,
Martens, Gentili, and Selden in a number of different
languages. GW also contributed about 200 volumes of
classic French law treatises published in the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries. Volumes supplied by Yale
and Columbia included early works from other countries and comparative works, including titles on Roman,
Jewish, and Islamic law.
While the works contributed to this project represent only a fraction of the rare book collection of the
Law Library, they were selected to provide users with
online access to some of the most important titles in
the history of international law. The continued growth
of Special Collections has enhanced the Law Library’s
capacity to share more rare historical materials with the
scholarly community through ongoing digital initiatives
as well as onsite library research. Through these efforts
and others, such as the establishment of the Cummins
Legal History Research Grant, the Law Library carries forward its endeavor to increase awareness of its
research collections among scholars worldwide. A

SCHOLAR’S CORNER

Professor Michel Morin, Recipient of
the Inaugural Cummins Legal History
Research Grant, 2012
Professor Michel Morin of the University of Montreal’s Faculty of Law was in residence during the first
part of the 2012 spring semester researching in the
Law Library’s collection of French customary law after
receiving the Richard & Diane Cummins Legal History
Research Grant. During his time at the Law Library, he
took a few moments to speak with A Legal Miscellanea
about his research.
A Legal Miscellanea: Your book
L’Usurpation de la souveraineté autochtone: le
cas des peuples de la Nouvelle France et des colonies anglaises de l’Amérique du Nord won the 1999
Falardeau Prize (Canada) for the best book in the category of social sciences written in French. What inspired
your interest in the subject of native sovereignty?
MICHEL MORIN: In the early 1990s, many seminal
cases on Aboriginal rights were working their way
through the courts in Quebec, raising fascinating
historical and legal questions. This stimulated
academic- and government-sponsored research. It
was natural for me to use my knowledge of the French
and British Colonial systems to explore these issues. I
decided to write a book when I realized that the status
of Aboriginal Peoples in the Law of Nations from
the sixteenth to the eighteenth century was either
misunderstood or unknown.
How do you connect your studies in native sovereignty
in the context of Canada to research into early French
customary law? Do you find common threads?
MM: Yes and no. Yes, because the principles applied in
the areas of France known as “pays coutumiers” (customary law countries) recognized some form of communal rights that could accommodate, to a certain extent,
Native uses of the land, as well as many rights tied to
the status of a person. No, because in New France, for
the most part, Aboriginal Peoples lived by themselves
in areas where there were no permanent establishments
of the French people. They had a distinct status and

were considered allies or subjects living according to
their own customs, even when crimes were perpetrated
amongst them.
Can you describe for us the topic of your research in
Special Collections, “The Elimination of Lay LawFinders from Customary Law Adjudication in France
during the Ancien Régime” and the broader potential
significance of your findings?
MM: In 1270, when a royal judge had to apply a nonwritten, traditional customary rule to a case, an ordonnance of Louis IX required that he name respectable
men of the relevant area, who would then explain this
norm to him. In practice, they had to be ten in number, their findings had to be unanimous and they had
to explain individually the basis of their position. This
enquête par turbe was used to ascertain the existence or
content of a contested rule, although some norms were
considered so notorious that proof of their existence
was unnecessary.
In 1454, the ordonnance of Montils-les-Tours
attempted to end the use of this procedure, by ordering
jurists to put in writing the custom of the area where
they worked. However, the King could modify the
text before approving it. In 1497, he decided that the
resulting draft would be sent to the three estates of the
locality (nobles, prelates, and representatives of towns
and villages). Each sat separately and had one voice.
Articles that were agreed to would be automatically
approved; the others would be examined by the local
appeals court, and would then report to the King. This
new procedure made possible the writing down of
customs in France, mostly during the sixteenth century.
They were about sixty texts of this kind in 1789.
After the adoption of the written articles of a
custom, traditional, unwritten rules—henceforth known
as “usages”—could be used to supplement or interpret
these provisions, or to prove that one of them had fallen
into disuse (i.e., tacit repeal). A usage had to be proved
by an enquête par turbe, although this procedure was
(continued on next page)
spring 2012
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(Scholar’s Corner: 2012 Cummins Grant Recipient Michel Morin from page 5)

formally repealed in 1667 by the Ordonnance de Procédure
Civile. Afterwards, the opinions of local judges and
practitioners could be solicited in less formal ways, with
the parties being allowed to make arguments.
The purpose of this project is to ascertain, or at least
to sketch, the evolution of the perception by jurists of
the pros and cons of the enquête par turbe. After all, this
allowed persons who were not judges to participate in
legal adjudication. So how was this institution perceived
and what factors led to its decline? Perhaps we can
infer something from this about the conception of law
in France at the time. For instance, insights might be
yielded about the lesser importance of fact-finding in
this country, in contrast to the common law tradition.

“Special Collections also holds the complete
works of the first jurists who analyzed
and commented on written customs,
both the original Latin version
and the French version published later.”
The coutumes and related works in Special
Collections range from the fifteenth through
nineteenth centuries. Please describe for us the French
customary law materials you are studying: the range
in terms of printing/manuscript date, regions covered
by the coutumes, some representative titles, and related
works such as commentaries on the coutumes. Which
are you finding most helpful in your project?
MM: Special Collections at GW Law holds an astounding number of early and first editions of customs
pertaining to all areas of France having a specific legal
system, from Flanders to Languedoc and from Brittany to Burgundy. Incunables include the Coustumes et
establissemens de Bretaigne (Paris: Guillaume Le Fèvre,
1480) and the Coutumes de Normandie [Paris: Jean Du
Pré, 1483]. These books often reproduce the minutes
of the debates which preceded the adoption of a custom
(e.g., Thibault Baillet and Jehan Le Lievre, Les coustumes
du pays et duche dAniou : auec le proces verbal publiees
[Paris]: Imprimees pour Mathurin Amat, Clement
Alexandre, Leon Caillet, Jehan Leroy et Jehan Arnoul
[ca. 1509?]). In the preface or introductory paragraphs,
there is often a good discussion of the nature of customary rules and of the role played by the enquête par turbe.
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Special Collections also holds the complete works
of the first jurists who analyzed and commented on
written customs, both the original Latin version and the
French version published later (for instance, Charles Du
Moulin, Le Grand coustumier general : contenant toutes les
coustumes generalles & particulieres du Royaume de France &
des Gaulles (Paris: Iacques du Puys [1567]). This material
allows me to track the use of the enquête par turbe in all
areas of France, including those that became part of the
Kingdom at a later date and continued for that reason to
use this procedure after 1667. I could mention as well an
obscure jurisdiction which, in 1568, included the enquête
par turbe in its rules of civil procedure (Anciennes ordonnances des ducs de Bouillon pour le reglement de la justice de ses
terres & seigneuries souveraines de Sedan, Jametz, Raucourt,
Florenge, Florenville, Messaincourt, Longnes & le Saucy (Sedan : Adrien Thesin, 1717).
Finally, the nineteenth-century works contain the
ordonnances of the French Kings and many publications
of medieval manuscripts (e.g., Charles Jean Beautemps
Beaupré, Coutumes et institutions de l'Anjou & du Maine
antérieures au XVIe siècle (Paris: A. Durand et PedoneLauriel, 1877–1897).
In addition to issues of native sovereignty, what future
or ongoing research projects might you have on the
“back burner” to address after completion of your
current project?
MM: I am currently working on two projects. The first
could be considered parallel to the one I just described.
It focuses on the status and role assigned to witnesses
and parties during a civil trial since the Middle Ages, in
both the civil law and the common law tradition. The
other is actually the final stage of a previous venture.
It focuses on Aboriginal conceptions of territories and
of their relationships with foreign peoples during the
French regime in Quebec. And I am a co-author of a
book coming out in a few days entitled (translation)
Courts and Arbitration in New France and Quebec, 1740-1784
(Montreal, Themis), which puts to rest the idea that arbitration was used to avoid submitting to British Courts
after the Conquest of 1760. A

OUTLAW AT THE LAW LIBRARY
Thanks to a recent generous gift of books from Professor Emeritus of Law and Forensic Sciences James E.
Starrs, the Law Library now is home to an extensive
collection of materials chronicling the life and misdeeds
of Missouri villain Jesse James (1847–1882). Professor
Starrs assembled the Jesse James collection in connection with his 1995 exhumation to determine whether it
was James who was killed on April 3, 1882, in St. Joseph,
Missouri, or whether he had faked his own death to
elude capture after a fifteen-year crime spree. Some
have noted that James, a Confederate during the Civil
War, never stopped fighting the war, and continued his
retaliation against the Union through an unremitting
practice of crime. Jesse James’s offenses included bank
and train robberies and murder. The grandstanding
lawbreaker was known in at least one instance to have
left boastful press releases in the wake of a train heist.
He matured from his teenage background as part of a

Confederate guerilla band responsible for the slaughter
of Union soldiers into a confirmed manslayer; though
legend may have cast James as a latter-day Robin Hood,
to contemporary writers he fits more the mold of an
early terrorist.

“…though legend may have cast James
as a latter-day Robin Hood,
to contemporary writers he fits
more the mold of an early terrorist.”
And the identity of the remains buried face down
in the plot marked “Jesse James” in the Mount Olivet
cemetery in Kearney, Missouri? Results of DNA analysis
from the 1995 exhumation showed a 99.7 percent
probability that the remains are those of the outlaw
Jesse James. A

From the Jesse James collection, donated by Professor James Starrs.

JOIN THE FRIENDS!
It’s easy—a donation of any amount supports Law Library collections and makes you a FRIEND!
CALL (202) 994-1375 or VISIT www.law.gwu.edu/Library/Friends/Pages/Join.aspx
Copyright 2011-12, The George Washington University
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BACKSTORY

A TALENT FOR
BOOK COLLECTING:

JOHN ROBINSON BLOCK AND
ANGLO-AMERICAN LEGAL HISTORY

Collector John Robinson Block, at home in his library.

T

he collecting bug fortunately bit John Robinson
Block early in life, allowing him plenty of time to
build several distinct collections of books, the most
recent of which is his noted collection of early works
of Anglo-American legal history. In real life, Mr. Block
is publisher and editor-in-chief of the Pulitzer Prizewinning newspapers, the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette and
the Toledo Blade, and vice chair of Block Communications, which has television stations and cable systems
in five states. Since 1977, when he was awarded senior
honorable mention in the Adrian Van Sinderen Book
Collecting competition in his senior year at Yale, he has
built several collections in sequence, beginning with his
college collection on journalism history and newspaper
publishing for which he was recognized at Yale. (It is
worth noting that only ahead of John Block in the Van
Sinderen prize that year was William Reese, today a
leading bookseller specializing in Americana, who won
for his American bibliography collection.) Mr. Block
serves on the Yale University Librarian’s Development
Council, which brings together a group of distinguished
8
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Yale alumni and friends of Yale who have demonstrated
commitment to the vision and goals of the Yale University Library system.
Mr. Block is actively engaged in the book community,
opening his important collection to host receptions for
fellow collectors, and participating in “continuing education” in the form of regular attendance at Rare Book
School sessions at the University of Virginia. In the summer of 2011, he delivered a lecture at RBS on his rare law
book collection to a delighted audience, even bringing
some exemplars for his classmates to see, including early
West Virginia books on the state’s separation, a broadside, and a manuscript bound in hand-woven cloth.
John Block may have been born to journalism, but
derives immense pleasure from the world of books.
There he is at home, and the periodic total immersion experience at RBS suits him well. “Everyone here
understands that collectors are possibly wired up a little
differently from the general population. But here we’re
the majority, and that feels very good.”

Mr. Block kindly agreed to talk to A Legal Miscellanea
about his experiences in collecting early AngloAmerican law.
A LEGAL MISCELLANEA: You are noted for your
collection of early American law books. How would you
characterize your collection?
JOHN BLOCK: It is a personal collection assembled
over the past twenty years to gratify my sometimes
obsessive need to locate, acquire, and possess old books
and manuscripts related to the legal system in early
America and its antecedent in England. Most of the
items—1,000-plus rare books and hundreds of manuscripts—have a talismanic effect on me, but while much
written over the years on book collectors might apply,
“bibliomania” and psychiatric theories on collectors are
discussions for another day.
How and when did you become interested in collecting
American law books?
JB: My entry point for collecting law books was colonial
America. I became fascinated with the way in which
the English legal system arrived in North America
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, how it
functioned, the obstacles it faced, and its progression
prior to American independence.
I was a commercial certified instrument-rated pilot
and private airplane owner, and I used to fly around
the country (in my bachelor days) in a Cessna. Friends
and family thought the activity dangerous, so I sold the
airplane. The proceeds became my initial acquisition
fund for old law books.

“I became fascinated with the way in which
the English legal system arrived in North
America in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, how it functioned, the obstacles
it faced, and its progression prior to
American independence.”
A colonial law collection needed context, so I was
soon collecting (in addition to colonial statutes) English
law books from the epoch prior to independence; and
then the progeny of the colonial period—the epoch of
federalism and westward North American settlement
that followed.
I was fascinated with the role of English law—particularly the common law—in making possible the rapid

settlement across the vastness of North America in one
long human lifetime. I wanted to show with my collecting how English law (and tradition) was efficacious in
enabling an instant legal system to exist on the American frontier, one that affirmed ownership of property,
adjudicated disputes, and produced consistent results.
You have collected books since your college days at
Yale, and have built several collections. When did
you begin collecting, and what are/were the subjects
of your collections?
JB: Collecting started about sophomore year. The free
range allowed undergraduates in the Sterling Library
stacks was life-changing, causing me to become captivated with books. I routinely had 40 or 50 items (usually
unrelated to my history major courses) checked out at
any time. I enjoyed having books in my possession, so
it was only a matter of time before I wanted to keep
books, not take them back to the library.
My first area in collecting was journalism history.
In the mid-1970s, New York’s Book Row still existed
on Fourth Avenue. I would go into the city and spend
a day getting my hands dirty in several shops of
blessed memory.
Besides journalism and legal history, areas in which
I have collected over the years have included: English
courtesy books (I spent a year in London); first editions
of Winston Churchill’s books; British history; British
parliamentary history; British political history (Locke,
Sydney, Hobbes, Trenchard, Gordon, Burgh); Ohio
history; Pennsylvania and Western Pennsylvania history
(Whiskey Rebellion); and elections and voting materials
(after the 2000 election).
Can you tell us something about the collegiate
book collecting competition at Yale, the Adrian Van
Sinderen Book Collecting Prize—and your experience as
an undergrad?
JB: I did not win the Van Sinderen prize when, as a
senior in the spring of 1977, I entered my journalism
collection. My friend Willam Reese, now a prominent
rare book dealer specializing in Americana, was the
winner for his spectacular bibliography collection.
But he was already a professional seller, and the
committee—mostly librarians from the Beinecke
Rare Book and Manuscript Library—felt they should
identify the student who otherwise would have won.
So I was listed as one of two runners-up, meaning I or
(continued on next page)
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First edition of The Federalist (New-York, 1788), owned by John Brooks,
physician and Federalist governor of Massachusetts (1816-1823).

An early, unadorned printing of Statham’s Abridgment of the Law (ca. 1490).

another student would have won had Reese not been
competing that year.
I believe Adrian Van Sinderen was class of 1910 and a
prominent businessman. The endowed annual prize was
to recognize undergraduate book collections and to encourage students to create their own libraries. I do not
know if it is the oldest collegiate book-collecting prize,
but it dates to 1957.
A committee of librarians judges the entries for
prizes given for both a sophomore and a senior collection. The winner of the senior prize now gets $1,000.
Since I think book collecting is good for the soul, I
wish every institution had a similar prize to encourage
students to have their own libraries.

I have taken about fifteen RBS classes, which account for virtually all of my knowledge. There are too
many good stories about RBS to relate them here. My
gratitude to the founder of RBS, Terry Belanger, for
taking me in, and to Michael Suarez, the current director, for continuing to welcome me, is heartfelt. Without
RBS, I would have remained in a lot of trouble as I
struggled with my collection.

Rare Book School has been a regular summer
destination for you. How would you describe your
training and experience with rare books—undergrad
education, specialized courses such as RBS, consorting
with like-minded book people, a solitary journey, or
some combination of the foregoing? How about mentors
or advisors?
JB: Rare Book School at the University of Virginia is so
central and important in my collecting career that no
words can fully express its value and my appreciation.
Despite my desultory meanderings in Sterling Library as
an undergraduate, I knew little about rare books when
my law book interest erupted, and I began acquiring
some genuine rarities.
I did not know what I was buying; I did not understand environmental issues— particularly winter aridity
caused by the modern forced-air system in the condominium where I lived at the time; I was fumbling as I
struggled with numerous issues.
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“Collecting started about sophomore
year. The free range allowed
undergraduates in the Sterling Library
stacks was life-changing, causing me to
become captivated with books.”
Your lecture at Rare Book School (Summer 2011) was
entitled “Confessions of a Book Collector.” What was
the substance of your talk?
JB: It started as a lighthearted discussion of book collecting, repeating one wag’s claim that it is “foppish,
self-conscious preciosity,” reciting a definition from
a psychiatric textbook on “bibliomania,” “an extreme
preoccupation with collecting books.” I also cited a
Dr. Norman S. Weiner, a Philadelphia psychoanalyst,
quoted in Nicholas Basbanes’s “A Gentle Madness.” Dr.
Weiner maintained that some collectors use books as a
“fetish” to provide “gratification of oral, anal, and phallic
strivings.” The fetish “involves ‘castration anxiety’ and
applies strictly to men.”
After such jocularity, the talk was a straightforward and serious discussion of the process of
building a collection.

Your library is climate-controlled. What other
methods do you use to help preserve the condition
of your books?
JB: I could write at length on the challenges of climate
control, which, when it is working, is the most important factor in preserving book condition. But there
are others.
I chose the house in which I live in Pittsburgh
because it had a space that was perfect for my library.
There was an extension to the house, a porte cochère
over the driveway, that was connected to the house,
but built after the original structure. That means the
wall separating that room from the rest of the house
is solid brick, which would hopefully serve as a firewall
if a fire occurred in the main house. The room has separate HVAC, and a steam boiler provides humidification
in winter.
Other issues: There is a dearth of conservation help;
I need easier access to professional book conservation.
The University of Pittsburgh had a professor in the
information school teaching rare book conservation,
but Pitt did not replace her when she retired.
My rarest books can be sent to a top conservator such
as Don Etherington, but obtaining expert conservation
for lesser items is a problem. There is now a crisis among
special collections libraries and serious private collectors in need of book conservators. Someone needs to
train the next generation, or many rare books in collections will fall apart.

we possess related items that form a collection, or a
sub-collection, and something that would extend that
collection in a significant way becomes available, then
most of us will not take long to grab it.
It can mean doing something strange, and surprising.

“Private collectors are important for
the same reasons professional librarians
and public libraries are important:
to assemble knowledge and
preserve it for the future.”
For example, I have a scattering of items related to
the early Supreme Court of the United States, so I have
Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr.’s The Common Law, some collections of his legal papers and other of his writings.
When a dealer approached me with a bizarre offering—three handwritten letters by Holmes on the
stationery of the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court
to Lady Castleton, an English noble lady with whom
Holmes evidently had a romantic (possibly platonic,
possibly not) dalliance, I grabbed them. He wrote over
100 letters to her, some of which Harvard Law School
possesses reportedly in Xeroxes of autograph copies
still held in England. But I was offered three originals. It
took me little time to decide to buy them: They
were unique. They reflected a side of Holmes unknown

How do you choose a book for your law collection?
Please walk us though your selection process.
JB: This is where an informed, private collector acts in a
radically different way than a special collections librarian at an institution.
There is no complete answer, and to be honest, I
decide many acquisitions using intuition and following
impulse. A collector cannot stick to a rigid acquisition
plan of the sort that would be the basis of an institution’s purchases. The period for a special collections
department might be several decades. The private
collector thinks in terms of a much shorter time. In the
end, he can only consider and acquire what is available
during the time he lives and collects.
My friend William P. Barlow Jr., a prominent California book collector, gave a lecture about 30 years ago
at the Library of Congress: “Book Collecting: Personal
Rewards and Public Benefits.” He cited two main factors in his acquisitions: opportunity and extension. If

A Compleat Collection of the Laws of Maryland (Annapolis, 1727), the work
of the colonial printer William Parks (d. 1750), who in the same year started
The Maryland Gazette, the first newspaper south of Pennsylvania. Parks was
the official printer of Maryland, and later, Virginia.
(continued on next page)
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to most of his admirers, and they had touched the
great man.
Lack of discipline. Yes. Not following the collection
plan. Yes. But nevertheless one of my most interesting
acquisitions.
I often think of exhibition quality of an item in making acquisition decisions. I have organized small exhibits of my collection, and I hope in the future to have
a major exhibition at the Grolier Club in New York.
What it will exactly be and how it will be organized, I do
not know.
In my main area, colonial law, my policy is to buy
anything offered to me that I do not already own. Those
are easy.
How do books come your way—via bookseller offers,
auction, browsing at book fairs, Internet? Has this
changed over time?

JB: All of the aforementioned means have yielded
books for my collection, some many times.
Bookseller catalogues are the most frequent source—
some sellers are kind enough to send me advance proofs
so I can pick things before the catalogues go out to their
mailing list. I participate in auctions occasionally.
I rarely go to book fairs these days since several
dealers are looking out for me, and someone will usually
send me an offer after finding my type of book at a fair.
The Internet now plays a vital role in selling rare

“I often think of exhibition quality of an
item in making acquisition decisions.”
books. Only a few cranky dealers, mostly in England,
have completely resisted an online presence. There are
still mutterings that “quality” dealers refuse to put their
very best material online, but that does not appear to
me to be true. The top dealers have the choicest material, and they seem to offer everything they have online.
The only other major change over the years was our
discontinued reliance on, and then the disappearance of,
the A.B. Bookman magazine. I would plow through the
sea of small type—pre-Internet—and found some real
gems. Thank goodness those days ended, but I know
how I got my cataracts.
Your law collection has been depicted as “a scholarly
resource that really stands out among private book
collections.” Is your collection available to qualified
scholars for research?
JB: Yes, I will open it to anyone with a serious interest
(whatever the reason) in seeing the collection.
There are two law schools in Pittsburgh (University of Pittsburgh and Duquesne), and if my collection
would aid either school, I would fully cooperate. So far,
only the librarian at Duquesne has been interested, and
I might organize an exhibition with them.
I used to occasionally take some items to a legal history class at the University of Toledo’s law school, but I
haven’t done that for several years.

Top: The Laws and Acts of the General Assembly of His Majesties Province of Nova Caesarea, or New-Jersey (1717). The second collected edition,
believed to be the first printing of laws in New Jersey. By William Bradford
(1663-1752), versatile pioneer of early American printing.
Above: The last of the decrees of the Star Chamber regulating printing, A
Decree of Starre-Chamber, Concerning Printing (London, 1637) confirmed
the monopoly of the government-controlled Stationer’s Company over the book
trade, as well as its censorship role. The Star Chamber was abolished in 1641.
12
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In your collection is a first edition of Jane Austen’s
Pride and Prejudice. Is this a sign that your current
collecting interests extend beyond legal works? Do you
plan to continue collecting early American law, or to
embark in the future upon a collecting odyssey in a
different subject area?

“Some of the greatest collections
ever assembled belonged to private
collectors, who then gave or
bequeathed them to institutions.”
JB: I acquire a few items—mostly minor—every year
that are experimental. Obviously, Pride and Prejudice in a
first edition is not minor.
I have a small Jane Austen collection mostly because
my wife is an Austen devotee. It is a little personal, but
I married later in life, and my wife wanted me to see the
BBC version of Pride and Prejudice starring Colin Firth.
She said I reminded her of Mr. Darcy. We both enjoy
owning that first edition.
As for the future, I will collect early American and
English law as long as I can find interesting materials.
But there are fewer targets over time in areas such as
American colonial law.
Recently, I began a new sub-collection. Here is how
it happened.
As a collector of English law, I have the three earliest works on corporations: Shepheard, 1659; Cleeve,
Hartley, Coggan, and Hodgson, 1702; and Kyd, 1793.
Somehow, through whatever process an awakening
occurs, I have now become fascinated with the early
legal development of corporations. That has led me to
look for documents such as charters, and any materials
related to early corporations—whether Trinity Church
on New York City’s Wall Street, or England’s East India
Company. This embryonic collection is still exploratory,
and the subject may be too vast and need a focus. At
some future time, if I have found a body of material, I
will have a collection on early corporations. For the moment, while I have a few building blocks, it is not yet a
developed collection.

I would take any doubters to New York City’s
Grolier Club, the nation’s club of book collectors,
to meet people who have built great collections
employing knowledge, discernment, taste, and technique. Some of the greatest collections ever assembled
belonged to private collectors, who then gave or
bequeathed them to institutions. An example is the
Donald and Mary Hyde collection on Samuel Johnson,
the world’s greatest Johnson collection, which went to
Harvard’s Houghton Library.
Private collectors have also often pioneered new
subjects and areas of collecting, building path-setting
collections that later, when they were donated to universities, sparked academic study.
Finally, there is often a symbiotic relationship
between serious private collectors, institutional
librarians, and institutions. In my experience, there
has always been mutual respect. A
All photos for Backstory courtesy of Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.

Why is private book collecting important?
JB: Whether it is done by a serious private person or
a professional librarian working for an institution, the
challenges are the same: defining an area of collecting
interest, locating and judging material, and building a
coherent collection over time.
Private collectors are important for the same
reasons professional librarians and public libraries
are important: to assemble knowledge and preserve
it for the future.
I often wonder if some professionals regard private
collectors as individuals with more money than brains
and too much time on their hands. I have heard the
term “vanity collector.”

Top: Known to practitioners as Maxwell’s Code after its printer, the extremely
rare Laws of the Territory of the United States North-West of the Ohio
(Cincinnati, 1796) claims some significant “firsts:” it is the original civil
and criminal code for the Northwest Territory, the first book printed in the
Northwest Territory, and the first book printed in the region that came to be
known as Ohio.
Above: Acts and Laws, of His Majesty’s Province in the Massachusetts Bay, in
New England (Boston, 1699). From the printing office of Bartholomew Green
and John Allen, the only such establishment in Massachusetts until 1700.
spring 2012
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“New” at the Law Library

Les Ordonnances royaux
A collection in folio format bound in contemporary
dark calf, of legislation concerning the City of Paris,
especially its mercantile community. The title page
features an engraved aerial view of Paris (“Lvtetia Vrbs
Parisiorvm”); another engraving depicts a deputation of
citizens before the King (by Ludovicus Bobrius, 1620).
The work sets out in the first segment regulations that
applied to particular trades (seven of which relate to
wine). Details of the appointment, powers, and duties
of the officeholders related to these trades follow, often
associated with issues of weights and measures and
quality control, and the passage of goods via the Seine
or traversing it over its bridges. The final segment sets
forth commercial legislation affecting Paris, its relations
with other regions of France, and customs duties and
taxes. A

Les Ordonnances royavx svr le faict et ivrisdiction de la prevosté des
marchands, et escheuinage de la ville de Paris (Paris: Morel, 1620).

Statutes of Piacenza
A Renaissance legal manuscript in folio format, of
74 unnumbered vellum leaves, 40 lines to a full page,
rubricated with two- to three-line initials in red, with
red headings. There is some contemporary marginalia
in lighter ink. The text is on both sides of the leaves,
in a legible chancery cursive. The manuscript is bound
in eighteenth-century Italian speckled boards. This
manuscript consists of the codification of the civil and

[Statuta Placentiae] [Piacenza: s.n., November 12, 1472]
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criminal law of Piacenza, dating to the reign of Galeazzo
Visconti I, vice-duke of Milan, who issued the statutes
in the 1320s. They were renewed by Gian Galeazzo (son
of Galeazzo II Visconti and Bianca of Savoy) in 1391.
This manuscript largely represents the 1431 version, and
was transcribed by two local notaries, Obertus
de Albonaxio and Johannes Zubanotti (both named
at the close of the text). The text comprises chronologically-arranged decrees and legislation, and addresses
a broad range of civil and criminal issues. Topics include
hunting and fishing, water rights, aqueducts, canals, and
the organization of the militia, as well as regulation
of financial transactions and marital financial disputes.
Also addressed are transfer of property, land leases,
and inheritance, along with public issues such as officeholding duties, public offenses (including arson),
regulations for ships and waterways, the sewage system,
forest, taxes, and building regulations. Criminal
offenses include cursing the Virgin, loosing animals
in the city, adulterating wine, and disturbing the quiet
of the night. Fines for criminal offenses automatically
double for a night crime or a crime committed in a public building. A

(GW Law’s Oral History Project from page 1)

nesian War) that he witnessed himself in preference to
those he knew through hearsay.
The process begins with a written request to the
potential narrator to participate in the project. After
a session is scheduled, the narrator receives a set of
general questions meant as a springboard for discussion,
plus a copy of a deed of gift, which, when signed, allows
GW Law to use the recorded interview and transcript
for educational purposes.
The interview itself begins with a brief introduction by the interviewer, followed by a short sequence of
questions related to the narrator’s pre-GW life: place of
birth and childhood, secondary school, college, graduate
and law school, military service, pre-GW employment.
This information sets context, and has proven useful in
highlighting the variety of backgrounds that produced
GW’s emeritus law faculty. For the narrator, this background segment also serves as a “warm-up” for the main
part of the interview.
The prepared set of general questions relating to the

“One purpose of conducting oral
histories is to record aspects of the history of
the Law School that otherwise might remain
undiscovered.”
GW years serves as guidance and as a launching pad for
discussion of pertinent issues as they come to mind for
the narrator. In preparation for the interview, the interviewer will have researched the narrator’s career and
writings in as much depth as feasible; however, there
is much that will not have been recorded in publiclyaccessible records, and so the interviewer relies on the
narrator’s willingness to raise issues that are difficult or
impossible to research.
The interview generally lasts about two hours; if
the narrator feels that there is more to say, other sessions may be scheduled. At the end of two hours, focus
can begin to wander on both sides, and the interview
tends to decline in intensity. At that point, it is best to
end the interview and schedule additional sessions if
necessary. To date, scheduling a second session has
not been necessary.
Greenhorn oral history interviewers traditionally
are warned by the pros that some narrators suddenly
fall mute when confronted with an interviewer and
a video camera, and, indeed, this reaction to “lights,
camera, action!” can present difficulties in conducting

oral history interviews. This is an unlikely problem with
most in the pool of potential narrators in this project.
As lawyers, talking in some form figures prominently
in their daily professional lives, and most are practiced
public speakers. Law faculty narrators especially
are accustomed to addressing large audiences, are
comfortable speaking for extended periods with the
video rolling, and may have had experience with the
press. Relaxed narrators produce the best oral histories.
After the interview session is complete, the videographer edits the video for “roughness” only (one example
is to remove interruptions in the interview to shorten
running time and improve flow). The words of the
interviewer and narrator are not deleted or altered in
any way, nor is their order changed. Any material alterations would destroy the integrity of the interview as
a history source and inject an external editor into the
process. It then would be impossible for a researcher to
determine with confidence that the narrator did not say
more than what appears, or if s/he said it in a different
order or context. The recorded text from the video then
is transcribed into a hard copy document. The same
rules apply regarding alteration of text, with the exception that “ums,” “uhs,” and similar are not included, in
the interest of making the text as clear as possible for
the reader.
Transcription can be a lengthy process, and
depending upon factors such as clarity of the
narrator’s voice, audio quality, background noise,
and the transcriber’s familiarity with the subject
under discussion, it takes from three to six hours to
transcribe one hour of audio. Due to the speaking
skill of the narrators, the optimum recording
conditions, and high quality of recording equipment
for this project, most factors with the potential to
cause transcription difficulties have been eliminated,
and transcription time tends in most cases to be toward
the lower end of the spectrum.
The Law School Oral History Project follows the
guidelines set by the Oral History Association in its
statement of “Principles and Best Practices,” adopted
in 2009.2
When the oral history website is mounted, it will
include narrators’ photographs, stills from the interviews if available, biographical information, and excerpts from the videos and/or transcripts. The videos
and transcripts in their entirety will be available for
research at the Law Library. A
2  Ibid.
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ANNOUNCING THE
RICHARD & DIANE CUMMINS
LEGAL HISTORY RESEARCH
GRANT FOR 2013
GW Law is pleased to invite applications for the
Richard & Diane Cummins Legal History Research
Grant for 2013.
The Cummins Grant provides a stipend of $10,000 to
support short-term historical research using Special
Collections at GW’s Jacob Burns Law Library. The
grant is awarded to one doctoral, LL.M., or S.J.D.
candidate; postdoctoral researcher; faculty member;
or independent scholar.
The deadline for applications is October 15, 2012.
For more information, please see the Cummins Grant
web page at www.law.gwu.edu/CumminsGrant.
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